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Moving Forward
Remember
To wash your hands
before and after
everything.

We’re sure everyone’s busting to get back to normal, if any of us actually remember
what normal is now, with this in mind the PCAC Board is working towards getting
the workshops and exhibitions up and running again and we will do it just as soon as
we can do it safely bearing in mind many of our members fall into the group listed
as vulnerable. We have to stay within the restrictions placed on us by the
Government of South Australia and within the guidelines of our public liability
insurance. So please just sit back, relax and keep creating art, we will let you know
the minute anything changes.

Our virtual art exhibition.
Silver Linings
Open to everyone, members and nonmembers alike.
$5 per artist entry fee for up to 3 artworks.
Enter via our website.
Enter on or before 10th June
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Paper Lanterns

Reverse Ford

In February we were given a large number of white Paper lanterns by a member of
PCAC, it was decided to decorate them in collaboration with Neami and use them to
decorate the area for Harmony Day. We Decorated the lanterns in the workshops, it
was so much fun, so many creative people, wonderful ideas, no two lanterns came out
the same. Unfortunately Party Pooper Covid 19 arrived to ruin the party and Harmony
Day had to be postponed to a later time.

FROM THE CHAIR
Hi everyone, welcome to this edition of
the newsletter.
You are all aware we are living in strange
times and the lockdown can be frustrating
in many ways and that it is still difficult to
get your ‘art out there.’ With galleries and
the like shutting down. I believe we all can
get some positives out of this if we put
our minds to adapting to our
circumstances. I, for example I have
planned my art programme for 2021. This
has allowed me to be creative without a
lot of pressure and has allowed me to
have a more relaxed approach.
During the coming months when the
restrictions allow us, as an organisation, to
start to plan our first member’s exhibition
you will need new works to enter, so take
this opportunity to build your stocks up of
artwork.
We also thought by creating the Virtual
Exhibition it would allow you all at least
the opportunity to show and sell your
works.
We as a board look forward to getting
back to normal with a vibrant workshop
and exhibition programme. Stay safe and
as soon as we have the authority to move
on we will be contacting you all.
John Ford Chairman.

The only wasted paint is the paint left in the tube.
Another Silver Lining
One of our tutors has been tutoring and mentoring students while we have all been in
isolation, this has enabled many of them to continue with their art and to gain
confidence. Painting every day or even most days is a the best way to improve you art.
Sometimes it can be difficult to expand into areas that you haven't tried before, so
having a willing tutor on the end of a phone or being able to interact with them
through skype is almost as beneficial as attending a class. Some people are so lucky
and some people are so generous.

Painting is easy when
you don’t know how,
but very difficult
when you do.
Edgar Gegas
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Kathy Wylde

Our Featured Artist
I recently joined as a member of PCAC
and feel inspired by other artists. I am
enjoying meeting like-minded people
and being challenged to improve and
try different mediums through the
workshops. I submitted three paintings
in PACA Fringe Exhibition in March, one
of which sold.

From an early age I recall observing
beauty in the world and being astonished
with colour, shadows, light and
movement. I would follow the ants and
caterpillars in the garden and collect them
in a jar. I incessantly drew anything I saw
or imagined on little sketch pads with a
pencil.
Looking at my past work it reveals my love
of nature and colour.

Birds are important to me and reflect
memories in my childhood, eg I recall
Willy Wag Tails visiting my Grandmother’s
garden and feeling joy. When they
appear in my life I believe they are a
symbol to remind me to be joyful. I
also love drawing minimalist images
with ink using a bamboo stick and
Chinese brush.
I enjoy creating images using a
variety of medium including
linocuts, photography, watercolour,
pen and ink, textiles, acrylic on
canvas and mixed media.
I studied Visual Art at the University of
SA in the nineties while working as a
Carer and bringing up 3 children as a
sole parent. I worked as a volunteer
assistant to the Art Therapist at
Glenside Hospital Art Therapy Unit as a
six month placement. I
was also involved in a
Community Art Project in
Lobethal with a local
historian and other
artists for a display in the
Woollen Mills.

As a child I had poor eyesight and it
often appeared to my teachers that I
wasn’t paying attention. The truth was
that I couldn’t see clearly so I escaped
into my own world of imagination. As
an adult my vision has been corrected
with artificial lenses and removal of cataracts which for me was amazing to see
whites appear whiter and colours more
vivid.

I have previously won
prizes in the Mount
Pleasant Show & won Show
Champion at the Mount
Barker Show. In 2019 I had
a display at Blooms Florist
at Pt Adelaide and Lickerish Bar & Grill at
Semaphore where I sold some of my work.
I also sell my cards and prints at local
markets.
I currently live at Largs Bay and work full
time in Mental Health.

I was privileged to have a solo
exhibition as the artist for the month of
March at The Visitors Information
Centre at Port Adelaide. Prior to COVID
-19 I planned to hold an exhibition at
“Korked Wine Bar”, Port Adelaide in April
but this has been postponed.

Art brings me a healthy work life balance
and allows me to pause and be mindful in
my busy world. I am currently exploring
acrylic on canvas using sponges, fingers
and palette knives which for me is a more
intuitive and freeing experience which
reveals itself on the canvas.
My recent images
result in a very
personal
expression of
what is going on in
my life, eg The
Sublime” (pictured
left) represents
letting go and
finding peace. It is
such a thrill to sell
a piece of work
knowing that the
person liked it enough to buy it.
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ART IS THE ANSWER
It is important to make isolation time less stressful and less tedious. Drawing and
painting (regardless of your skill level) is a very effective form of meditation – Whilst
you have that brush or pencil in your hand, your brain and body are getting a much
needed break from the looping thoughts of worry and the stress. People who are in
isolation for an extended time can become very anxious and stressed which can affect
their mental well-being to the point of depression.
As and incentive for everyone to keep creating while the centre workshops and gallery
are closed, due to the Covid 19 restrictions, the PCAC Board decided to have a virtual
exhibition, we feel that this exhibition will encourage artists, young and old, to be creative whilst isolated.
All artists will have the opportunity to sell their artworks through the site, therefore
creating an income. We are hoping artists from all areas will participate in this exhibition to highlight the creativity and the potential of Port Adelaide as an art hub and an
exciting place to visit.
The initial planning of the exhibition is well underway and hopefully applications will be
coming in soon. The ‘opening’ is set for 1st of July and it will run through until the 1st
September. The concept is to have rooms which visitors will ‘walk’ through while viewing the Art.
John Ford.

Editorial
Editor: Erin Roud
Contact address: PCAC Newsletter
66 Commercial Rd. Port Adelaide.
Email: newsletter
@portcommunityartscentre.com.au

Can we just skip the rest of 2020 , I for
one don’t need it and definitely don’t
want it, I’m sure if enough of us agreed
we could just change 1st June 2020 into
1st January 2021. I guess there is no
harm in dreaming . I don’t think any of
us will ever take toilet paper for granted
again.
Has 2020 brought in a new way of marking ANZAC day? It was certainly a change
from what we usually do and there were
some definite positives to what we did
this year, there seemed to be more children observing their own gate dawn
services than would normally attend the
dawn services and so many of them had
made poppies and signs to adore their
front yards. For me standing with a candle and wreath at my gate at dawn was a
much more emotional time than the
usual Dawn service. I wonder if we will
repeat our gate way remembrance next
year or will we revert back to the normal
Dawn Services and Parades , maybe we
will do a bit of both.
On the bright side of having to stay at
home the blinds that we purchased before Christmas are now installed and the
cushions I planned to make when we
moved in four years ago are now finished. The other thing I have noticed,
staying at home, is how often something
in the refrigerator shouts my name and
how baking seems to escape from the
container overnight, I’ve yet to work out
where it all goes.

Artist Julie Meadows

Now I’m just hanging out for the clothing
shops to open up, all my clothes seem to
have shrunk during lockdown.
Erin Roud

Artist John Ford
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Many Thanks to
The Society of
Marine Artists for
allowing us to
share this valuable
information.

How to Photograph your Artwork (Like a Pro!)
Part 2

PRODUCED BY THE AUSTRALIAN SOCIETY OF MARINE ARTISTS (ASMA) ©2020
THIS GUIDE IS NOT FOR SALE OR COMMERCIAL DUPLICATION. IT CAN BE
REPRODUCED FOR REFERENCE PURPOSES BUT PLEASE CREDIT THE
AUSTRALIAN SOCIETY OF MARINE ARTISTS.

Our sincerest thanks to our loyal sponsors:
Starfish Developments-Adelaide - Argo Restaurant - Mark Butler Federal MP for Hindmarsh - Art to Art- Port Art Supplies .
Port Mall Newsagency - Snap Printing Hilton - Dr Garry S. Itzstein - Flinders Ports .
Port Officelinx - Susan Close MP for Port Adelaide - RM Nicol & Associates.
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